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Abstract. Interactive storytelling systems are capable of producing many va-

riants of stories. A major challenge in designing storytelling systems is the 

evaluation of the resulting narrative. Ideally every variant of the resulting story 

should be seen and evaluated, but due to combinatorial explosion of the story 

space, this is unfeasible in all but the smallest domains. However, the system 

designer still needs to have control over the generated stories and his input can-

not be replaced by a computer. In this paper we propose a general methodology 

for semi-automatic evaluation of narrative systems based on tension curve ex-

traction and clustering of similar stories. Our preliminary results indicate that a 

straightforward approach works well in simple scenarios, but for complex story 

spaces further improvements are necessary. 

1 Introduction 

Development of interactive storytelling (IS) systems is a challenging process involv-

ing multi-disciplinary knowledge. Despite this, a number of working interactive story-

telling systems was developed through the years. Some examples of these systems 

involving intelligent virtual agents are games such as Façade [1] or Prom Week [2], 

research projects such as ORIENT [3] or BierGarten [4], educational games such as 

FearNot! [5] or immersive IS systems such as Madame Bovary [6].  

Evaluation of these systems is a demanding process often requiring extensive ef-

fort. State of the art evaluation of IS systems involves either surveys with users, e.g. 

[7], or technical evaluations such as comparing length and complexity of generated 

stories. Neither of these approaches is well suited for practical development. While 

well designed user surveys can capture the quality of generated stories correctly, they 

are costly and take a lot of time and thus it is problematic to make them part of a regu-

lar development cycle. Since combinatorial explosion of the story space is in most 

cases a desirable property of an IS system, it necessarily follows that for large-scale 

IS systems a thorough sampling of the story space by human users is costly at least 

and unfeasible at worst. While technical evaluations of the narratives are feasible for 

much larger story spaces than user studies and are significantly cheaper, they are only 

loosely related to the actual enjoyment of the stories by the user and do not allow the 

story author to understand what is happening in the generated stories and to shape 

them according to his artistic vision. In this paper we will consider a method allowing 
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for computer-assisted evaluation of stories generated by an IS system. In general, the 

human designer is kept in the loop, but the computer aggregates data from the system 

so that only relevant parts of the story space need to be inspected directly. We will 

focus on meaningful clustering of generated stories to groups with similar properties. 

This paper is organized as follows: First, we will survey related work concerning 

drama analysis. Then we will describe our methodology of drama analysis and present 

some preliminary results on data gathered from two versions of our IS system [8] and 

[27]. We will conclude the paper with discussion and future work. 

2 Related Work 

In this section we present an overview of literature relevant to semi-automatic story 

evaluation. To our knowledge only little work has been done on story clustering. This 

overview is mostly a list of interesting ideas that could be reused in the context of 

automatic narrative evaluation and clustering. 

In [9], Brewer and Lichtenstein propose a structural-affect theory of stories with 

three main aspects – surprise, suspense and curiosity. They claim that these aspects 

affect how much the reader likes the story. They outline how these aspects manifest in 

stories. In our approach we consider only tension (suspense) curve so far, however 

surprise and curiosity curves may be good candidates for additional story features. 

In [10], y Perez and Sharples describe MEXICA, a system capable of producing 

emergent stories with user assistance. Among others, it uses tension curve of the sto-

ries to evaluate interestingness based on tension degradation and improvement in 

time. In our work we are currently only interested in overall tension curve shape. 

Ware et al. [11] present four quantitative metrics describing narrative conflict. The 

measurement and conflict detection are based on a planning representation of the 

narrative, making them harder to employ in non-planning IS systems. Their evalua-

tion showed the automatic evaluation matched user evaluations of conflicts. An inter-

esting future work may be to detect conflicts in the story, evaluate these conflicts 

based on [11] and use the output as additional story features.  

Weyhrauch [12] implements several evaluation functions for his emergent narra-

tive system. These functions encode the accumulated domain knowledge of the author 

and hence are tightly bound with his storytelling system domain. However these func-

tions provide a good example of what can be measured in IS and how it can be done. 

In [13] Ontañón and Zhu propose an analogy-based story generation system, where 

they evaluate the quality of resulting stories by measuring their similarity to “source” 

stories (input human-made stories). The similarity metric is based on MAC/FAC 

model [14]. This work provides an alternate approach to similarity measure based on 

case based reasoning. 

Cheong et al. [15] present a system capable of extracting the story plan from game 

logs and generating a visual story summarization. Although the system is not con-

cerned with story evaluation directly, story abstractions created by this method could 

be a good input for an evaluation metric.  
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Schoenau-Fog [7] discusses how to evaluate interactive narratives with users by 

questionnaires and intrusive methods. Although the techniques are not automatic, 

some of the ideas may be transferrable to automatic evaluation systems. 

In [16], Rabe and Wachsmuth propose an event and an episode similarity metric 

for their virtual character. Although they are not using this in the context of story 

evaluation, the features they are working with might be reused in this context. 

Zwaan et al. [17] propose and test a model of how readers construct the representa-

tions of situations occurring in short narratives. They claim that the readers of stories 

update their mental models along five indices: temporality, spatiality, protagonists, 

causality and intentionality. These ideas could be used as a basis of automatic evalua-

tion systems.  

Porteus et al. [18] use Levenshtein string distance to measure differences between 

various stories generated by their storytelling system. 

Aylett and Louchart [19] propose the use of double appraisal to increase the dra-

matic tension of an action. Their characters choose next actions based on their current 

emotions and based on the emotional impact of their actions on other characters in the 

story. To simulate emotions and to measure emotional impact, OCC based model is 

used. The difference between their and our approach is that we are using the output 

emotional impact to compute the tension curve and not to influence the decision mak-

ing of our characters.  

Kadlec et. al [20] uses compressibility and conditional entropy to measure similari-

ty between sequences of actions gathered by human tracking and by daily corpora 

simulator. 

Narrative evaluation is a complex topic involving general narrative and drama 

theories, human and computational story abstractions, algorithms allowing for com-

parisons and evaluations of these abstractions and data gathering methods. In our 

approach we have put together the following ideas presented above: a) the use of 

tension curve to represent the story, b) measurement of story similarity to group sto-

ries together and c) the use of string metrics to define difference between stories. The 

novel part of our approach is our tension curve extraction mechanism and the use of a 

standard machine learning clustering algorithm for grouping the stories together. Our 

methodology will be described in detail in the next section.  

3 Methodology 

We propose semi-automatic narrative analysis by a meaningful clustering of narra-

tives into groups with similar stories. This would work as follows: a) the developer 

uses his system to generate large number of stories, b) the developer runs our cluster-

ing algorithm dividing the stories into groups and c) the developer now needs to see 

only several stories from each group to evaluate the system as the other stories in the 

group are similar, saving development time. Our clustering is based on two general 

features of stories: a) a story action sequence and b) a story tension (dramatic) curve. 

As a clustering algorithm, we use k-means [21] (details in section 3.2).  
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To evaluate the methodology we have conducted experiments on our IS system 

SimDate3D (SD) level one detailed in [8]. SD level one is a simple 3D dating game 

where the goal of the user is to achieve that a couple – Thomas and Barbara – gets to 

the cinema. The game comprises a sketchy conversation through comic-like bubbles 

called emoticons and the user partially controls one of the characters actions. There 

are three possible endings of this story: a) characters get to the cinema safely, b) cha-

racters get angry and part and c) characters interaction is too positive, so they decide 

to skip the cinema and head home. Recently, we have developed a sequel – SD level 

two [27] (Fig. 1) – an extended scenario, where Thomas is now dating two girls at the 

same time. All game sessions end with all three characters meeting and engaging in 

an argument. The outcome of this argument depends on previous user actions and 

there are four endings: a) Thomas staying with Barbara and breaking up with Nataly, 

b) Thomas staying with Nataly and breaking up with Barbara, c) both girls breaking 

up with Thomas and d) Thomas staying in the relationship with both girls.  

 

 

Fig. 1. Screenshots from SimDate3D showing interactions between characters 

3.1 Tension Curve Extraction 

The dimension of tension was proposed by Freytag in his book [22] where he ex-

panded the Aristotle’s theory of dramatic events. Most narratives of mainstream 

books and movies follow one of the standardized tension curve shapes. Hence stories 

generated by IS systems should usually follow one of the curves as well. Indeed, ten-

sion curves have been explicitly or implicitly modeled by multiple IS systems (e.g. 

[1]). But how to extract a tension curve from generated stories in general? One  

possible way is to let the authors annotate each action or plot sequence with a tension 
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value. The tension curve of the story could then be constructed from individual ten-

sion values. The problem here is that the tension of actions often depends on the cur-

rent story context, which makes such annotations very difficult.  

On the other hand story tension is often related to emotions experienced by the sto-

ry protagonists. Thus the tension could be extracted from character emotions, if the IS 

system does explicitly represent them. Note that this approach also has its limitations. 

For example consider a situation where a dark figure is following someone in a de-

serted part of the town. As the figure gets closer the tension in the story indeed rises. 

However, this may not be represented well by character emotions as the one who is 

followed may not be aware that someone is following him. One of the ways of solv-

ing this issue is to generate tension from emotion model simulating the user emotions 

directly based on what the user perceives in the story at the moment. A method in-

volving double appraisal [19] might be a reasonable candidate.  

In our IS system, characters are equipped with OCC-based [23] emotion model, 

which directly influences their decision making. We have defined tension in our IS 

system as follows: Every 250 ms we have made a snapshot of all characters’ emo-

tions. Then we took the sum of these emotions where every positive emotion was 

counted with a minus sign and every negative emotion was counted with a plus sign. 

The resulting number encoded the tension value at the moment. The tension curve is 

then simply the piecewise linear function defined by these values. 

3.2 Clustering 

To compute clusters for stories in our IS system we have used k-means clustering 

algorithm [21]. The k-means clustering algorithm is a method of analysis which aims 

to partition n samples (in our case stories) into k clusters (k groups of stories) such 

that the distance between stories within a single cluster is minimized. The distance is 

computed with a user specified metric. The k is fixed and given by developers. The k-

means algorithm requires initialization of the starting position of clusters. Afterwards 

it works in two stages. First it assigns the “nearest” cluster to each sample. Then it 

moves all clusters by computing the average of members in the cluster and shifting 

the cluster towards this new average. These two stages are repeated until the clusters 

become stable or a maximum number of steps is reached. 

The idea of using k-means is that if we define the “distance” between stories right, 

then every resulting cluster will contain stories that are somehow similar to each oth-

er. We have tested and compared four distance metrics. One was based on the tension 

curves of the stories and three were based on the action sequences of the stories.  

To compute the distance between stories using tension curves, we simply com-

puted the distance between tension values from one story to values from the other and 

summed absolute values of the differences as seen in formula (1), where x and y are 

tension curve vectors of respective stories and n is the length of the vectors. If the 

tension curves differed in length, the shorter was expanded to match the size of the 

larger by adding zeros. 

 distance(x, y) = i=1..n |x(i) – y(i)| (1) 
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To compute distance between action sequences, we have first encoded the action 

sequences as action strings. The raw actions extracted from our system look like 

“Thomas greets Barbara”, “Barbara greets Thomas”, “Thomas asks Barbara to go to 

the cinema”, etc.  We have assigned a single letter to encode every action type (e.g. 

the action “says hi” is represented by “A” regardless of who said it). The action string 

is formed by concatenating letters representing the individual actions in the sequence. 

There are around 50 possible actions in our scenario (we used upper and lower case 

letters and numbers to encode them). For level two we have added one more letter per 

action representing the character performing the action (see 4.1 and 4.2 for examples).  

To measure distance of action strings we have tested three standard string differ-

ence metrics – Levenshtein distance [24], Jaccard index [25] and Jaro-Winkler dis-

tance [26]. To summarize, the distance between stories in this case was defined by the 

string difference metrics working on action strings of the stories.  

Motivation for using string metrics in the analysis is twofold. Firstly, the action se-

quence is a natural representation of the story. Secondly, string distance is a well stu-

died subject and many techniques that could be directly applied to our case were 

tested and developed in a different field. And in case of Levenshtein distance being 

applied on our action strings, the string editing procedure which defines the metric 

can be perceived as a rudimentary form of story editing. 

To run k-means clustering with the distance metrics presented in this section we 

needed to solve two issues: a) random initialization of clusters and b) computation of 

cluster average from its members with a given distance metric. Concerning a) the 

random initialization of clusters sometimes caused undesirable behavior where one or 

more of the clusters were so far from the samples that they stayed empty the whole 

time. To compensate for this we have initialized clusters as follows. For each cluster 

we have selected one story from the sample set at random that defined the initial posi-

tion of the cluster. Concerning b) the problem was that for string distance metrics it 

may not be clear what an average of several action strings means. When computing 

the average from cluster members with string distance metric we have simply iterated 

over all members of a cluster and picked the member with the lowest sum of distances 

from the other members. This member then became the new cluster average. 

3.3 Evaluation 

Our goal in this stage was to evaluate the quality of k-means clustering based on story 

distance definitions above. We have examined the performance on two domains – SD 

level one and SD level two. Level one presented a simple domain and level two a 

complex domain. For level one we have run k-means clustering with three, four and 

five clusters (defining the resulting number of clusters). Level two was run with k set 

to four, five and six clusters. It is known that k-means clustering may converge to 

local optima. To account for this we have run each setting of k-means clustering eight 

times, e.g. k-means with four clusters and tension curve distance metric was run eight 

times on level one and the results were averaged.  

As there is no generally accepted method for evaluating the quality of clustering 

independent of the application, we have resorted to ad hoc method suitable for our 
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scenario. Our goal in this stage was to confirm whether the k-means algorithm with a 

specific distance metric is capable of detecting some of the meaningful features of the 

input stories, i.e. whether it would group stories with similar values of the feature in 

one cluster. In level one, we have examined a single feature and in level two we have 

examined two features. First and the most important feature of the story was defined 

by the story ending (both levels feature multiple endings). The question then was: 

“Do stories grouped in one cluster end the same when using a particular input dis-

tance metric?” This is represented by precision of the metric. To obtain precision we 

first identified the most frequent ending within each cluster. Then we defined the 

cluster precision as the fraction of the stories with this ending inside the cluster. The 

resulting precision for input distance metric was then weighted average of precisions 

of all resulting clusters. Precision thus takes values between zero and one. Precision 

was used both in level one and in level two. 

In level two we have also inspected how much time (in seconds) Thomas interacts 

with girls and how much time he stays alone. If the clustering works well with respect 

to this feature, we would expect stories in the same cluster to have similar values, e.g. 

Thomas interacts with Barbara in each story from one group roughly the same time. 

To measure this we define time deviations of a cluster that are the standard deviations 

of the respective times gathered from stories in that cluster. E.g. cluster with two sto-

ries where Thomas interacts with Barbara for 60 and 120 seconds has higher deviation 

than cluster with three stories where the respective times are 110, 120 and 130 

seconds. The lower the deviation the more “similar” the stories are. 

To summarize we have run k-means algorithm with four story distance metric on 

two domains with different resulting number of clusters multiple times. Story distance 

metric for k-means were tension curve distance and Levenshtein, Jaccard and Jaro-

Winkler distance on action strings. We compared how similar are stories in resulting 

clusters according to two features – story ending and time the characters spend to-

gether in the story. As a baseline we used a random cluster assignment where the 

clusters were not determined by k-means but every story was assigned to a cluster at 

random – this randomization was repeated 8 times and results were averaged, precise-

ly as with regular clustering runs.  

4 Results 

We have run the analysis on two datasets. First dataset was 1135 play sessions of 

game SimDate3D level one generated automatically with user input being simulated 

by a random algorithm. Second dataset was 41 human play sessions of game Sim-

Date3D level two which exhibits more complex domain with more game endings.  

4.1 Level One 

From 1135 play sessions of game level one, 608 stories ended with characters getting 

angry with each other and parting, 479 ended with characters being too positive and 

not reaching the cinema, 16 stories ended with characters getting to the cinema and 32 
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stories endings were undefined (because of some technical issues). To compensate for 

having only 16 stories endings with characters getting to the cinema, we have used 

multi-sampling by a factor of 15 for these types of endings (meaning that each “cine-

ma” story was present 15 times in the dataset). The low number of these stories is not 

surprising as it is necessary to “steer” the conversation between agents intelligently to 

assure they will get to the cinema – a thing that the randomized user input did not 

account for. Since there are three possible endings we clustered into 3 – 5 clusters.  

 

Two level one stories with intimate ending: 

“AABDBHHIMOIOIOJDFLCCDYHGLQPHPHPHPHPHPHPHPHPHPHPHLHQDFGIODFGIOODYGLHIDMH

NMNPHPHPHPHPHNHIOUUUUUVQWDP” 

“AABDBHHMNIOIODFGLLCCPHPHPHPDMHNUUUUUVQWDP” 

Two level one stories with breakup ending: 

“AACPDMADPDDZG00123” 

“AABDBHHMNIOMNJ6LCDMHMCMHNIOTLDTHMNMPHPHPHPHPHPHPMHNbDTTMZG00123” 

Fig. 2. Level one stories action strings examples. The figure shows action strings of two stories 

with intimate ending and of two stories with breakup ending. Notice that the last few actions 

are the same for intimate endings and breakup endings (underlined). 

 

Fig. 3. Level one clustering results. Cluster precision weighted averages can be seen for three, 

four and five clusters. The results are averaged over eight clustering runs with different initial 

cluster positions.  

Our results indicate that all of k-means distance metrics were able to cluster the 

simpler domain of level one with high cluster precision (Fig. 3). Quite surprising is 

the high value of precision for Jaccard index. Jaccard index compares only the num-

ber of same actions in both samples (their intersection divided by their union) not 

taking action positions into account. We believe that one of the causes of Jaccard 

index doing well is that two of the endings had pre-scripted final action sequences 

(Fig. 2) which biased the string distance metrics. For this reason, we removed all pre-

scripted actions at the end of the stories for the experiments in level two. Other reason 

of string metrics doing well in the scenario in general is the relative simplicity – more 

negative actions in the scenario meant the probability of negative ending increased 

and vice versa. These straight-forward influences created a bias favoring the string 
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metrics in level one. The tension curve scored the worst with precision ranging from 

0.6 for three clusters to 0.76 for five clusters. All metrics scored significantly better 

than the random cluster assignment.  

4.2 Level Two 

From 41 play sessions of level two, 14 stories ended with Thomas staying with Barba-

ra, 21 stories ended with Thomas staying with Nataly, 4 stories ended with both girls 

breaking up with Thomas and 2 stories ended with Thomas staying in relationship 

with both girls. To compensate for the low number of endings of the latter two we 

have used multi-sampling by a factor of two for the stories with these endings. Since 

there are four possible endings we have tried clustering into 4 – 6 clusters. More clus-

ters were not tried, because already with 6 clusters present, some of them were almost 

empty due to lower initial number of stories. Example action strings for level two are 

shown in Fig. 4. 

 

Two level two stories with “stay with Barbara” ending: 

“ABACDBDEF4APDQDNAOD1AkDEDrACA9D5DQDNAOAPACDEA2D2A2DQDNAPAOD1ACAKDKALDQD

NAPDMACANDQDNAPAOACAPDQDNAOFQDNACAJAPDQDNAOFQDQF4D1” 

“ABACDBDEF4DKAkDkAkDkAkDkDQDtAtAPABDBAGDEAPDQAGDEDlAlD1AID1AmDrAJD1A9FQF

cF4” 

Two level two stories with “stay with Nataly” ending: 

“DBDEABACF4APDQDnAnDBABDEAqD1AkDkAkDkAkDIAIDIAIDIDQDhAMAPD1A9DQDhAqA2AgA

PDQDhAgFQDQDhAgFBFQDQAqF4DEAPDL” 

“F4ABACDBDEAmDJAkDQDtAtAPABDBAGDEAPDQAGDEDQDjAjAPABDBATDEAPDQATDEDJAmDmA

lDlAlDlAlDlDQDhAMAPFQDQDhAgFBFQATDQAKF4” 

Fig. 4. Level two stories action strings examples. Notice the sequences are longer than level 

one sequences. There are two reasons for this: a) level two takes longer to complete and thus 

more actions are performed and that b) in level two each action is coded by two letters, first 

letter marks the character that performed the action (D – Thomas, A – Barbara and F – Nataly), 

second letter marks the action, e.g. “AB” marks Barbara performing action “set focus”. 

The preliminary results on level two show a drop in cluster precision of string 

based metrics indicating the higher complexity of the domain. The tension curve me-

tric demonstrated the highest precision. Without multisampling, the mean precision of 

curve metric for 5 clusters was 0.66, while random clustering had precision of 0.58. 

Multisampling has resulted in an increase of precision (0.73). See Fig. 5, upper left 

for overall trends with other distance metrics. The time deviations of all metrics were 

lower than that of random cluster assignment (see Fig. 5), however the gap is not 

large enough to allow for strong conclusions. Note however, that for “Nataly” and 

“Alone” time deviations the tension curve performs the worst, although only by a 

small margin. Still, no string distance metric performs better than tension curve con-

sidering the 4 tasks together. 

The good performance of the tension curve may be an indicator that the tension 

curve scales better than the somewhat naïve string distance metrics. The problem of 
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level one), but they fail to scale well on a complex domain of SimDate3D level two, 

where tension curve metric outperformed them. This hints us that the tension curve 

metric is likely to scale better, but this needs to be confirmed by further experiments. 

The results for time deviations in level two are less clear and best metric could not be 

determined for that case. 

The next steps are to evaluate this methodology on other domains and larger data 

sets. We are now in the process of gathering more data for SimDate3D level two.  

As our future work we want to investigate the possibilities of using the tension 

curve to detect more fine-grained features of the input stories, e.g. conflict detection 

and classification. Other candidates for new features include separate evaluation of 

emotional state for each pair of characters. So far we have used k-means clustering 

with one distance metric at once, but k-means algorithm allows for combination of 

distance metrics. This could increase the clustering performance on stories.   

More work could also be done to develop “smart” random user that would be able 

to explore parts of the story space more intensively, as instructed by the designer.  
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